“Never in my 25 years as a speaker, have I witnessed anyone capture the audience in such a positive way as Janice. Janice truly transforms lives as well as careers by showing others how to overcome the obstacles that spell disaster. Janice’s message is a homerun for every meeting planner.”

LINDA MILES
MILES AND ASSOCIATES

“In all of my business conferences, Janice is the most dynamic, memorable speaker I have ever heard. With humor and grace, Janice teaches you how to stop sending the wrong messages and start sending the right messages about yourself. From using the correct body language to giving a perfect handshake, she corrects the common mistakes so many of us make in the business world. We felt empowered when Janice was finished, and that's why she got a standing ovation.”

MISSY COLEMAN
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
IntraFUSION.

Looking for a speaker who is profoundly articulate, gracefully charismatic, and powerfully entertaining? Look no more! Janice Hurley “brings it all” - and then some! Her dynamic message is filled with dozens of real business challenges – and her powerful systems compel her audiences to action with unparalleled vigor. Janice’s programs offer a tremendous opportunity to rejuvenate your business, from your systems, to your professional image, to your verbal and nonverbal communication skills. Her workshops and keynote programs have reached thousands with the understanding of how important their personal presence is to their success.

Optimal Impact
BUILDING TRUST AND CONFIDENCE - EVERY DAY IN EVERY WAY.

Success in the “real world” turns out to be less about intelligence and performance than you might think. Instead, your professional success and personal fulfillment are about your personal relationships and your ability to respond accurately to others. Participants in this course become inspired by the power of choice to make personal changes in their professional image and personal expression. • Learn to create your best first impression, quality impression, and lasting impression • Learn how to create a consistently compelling presence so everyone you meet can perceive you in the best light • Increase daily enjoyment of your work environment • Understand how to raise team morale • Be confident in using the social skills successful people employ

Business Etiquette
BE A CHARISMATIC SUCCESS WITH YOUR CLIENTS AND COLLEAGUES

Most people don’t lose their jobs or fail to excel because of low skills. Shocking isn’t it? 80% of people who are let go or get passed over for promotions lack professional etiquette and social skills, and no one tells them. No one tells you in the exit interview “you talk too much, you interrupt, chew with your mouth open and invade people’s personal space”. No they say there has been a change in the corporate structure or someone else more qualified applied for the job. • Increase daily enjoyment of your work environment • Understand how to embrace charismatic traits • Identify the personal habits that work for or against your goals • Be confident in using the social skills that successful people employ

How to Look Like a Million WITHOUT SPENDING IT

This interactive course is filled with real-world examples, sharing Janice’s makeover “Befores & Afters,” and making kind, impromptu suggestions for willing audience members. This course helps participants identify how individual poise and self-image affect both personal and business success. Learn how to avoid the most common image mistakes and shop with confidence to get the perfect fit every time. Learn to look like a million without spending it! • Polish your personal presence • Avoid the most common image mistakes • Shop with confidence • Get a perfect fit every time • Select styles that look best on you • Make the most of what's in your closet—or someone else's • See yourself as attractive, competent, and successful

PROGRAM OPTIONS Each of these courses can be delivered in keynote, full-day, half-day or workshop format. CONTACT US Visit Janice’s enhanced video website at JaniceHurley.com Book Janice to speak or request our digital speaker packet by emailing jhurley@JaniceHurley.com. Call 619-255-1098 to learn more.
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